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What will we be

or perhaps even do,
death being endless,
life no longer breath to inhale,
life on an open airwave -

that life on earth,
that life thought endless
even though,
death does in the end take us
but of whom, why and or when
mystery ensues.

       -------0------

Life and death. Death and life.

What is it?

How is it

we do not embrace both?

                             -------0------
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God and life as love
as is a consciousness state,
why is it God dead,
died sometime long ago?

Why?

Why is a God gone from our own life,
lives of a Westernised greedy side of human life?

Why are we in terror death surrounds?
Why not become aware, love is life and death too?
Why not learn that of a death we can unite as in life?

Life as on earth,
and life as in the air, the water and sea.
Life as bird as tree;
Life as oceans wide, rivers flood and stream;
Life creatures big, small and in between;

Life as matter in frame as human.
And then there’s ‘being’,
the other form as mind consciousness,
mind as God, as seed, quantum and all.
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Why delineate into a chip, bit
or quadrant circle
but life in all its mystery?

Life as is a death
an existence, a matter of breath
and in that too, of a state
or states of a life in all its array
and there too mystery,
each and every way and day.

Life oh joy,
but death do deplore,
fear or lack
any form to actually decide
what it is exactly at.

                  -------0------
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People question …
and are too curious, clueless some,
but when that of a word as ‘death’
consider it unable to utilise successfully
in the day to day banter of a normal exchange.
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People are very careful
to not awaken the dark, ominous life
we do each undertake,
date uncertain or way unclear.

But of the life journey
perhaps we are even unclear
the value, the purpose and meaning
too hard, too harsh too fearful
as it may entail ‘time out’ alone to reflect -

perhaps time alone, quiet out of the world
where noise as a violent storm, riot or war
of worlds who want the power, the source.

And yet …

here we are in the simple life
to undertake to know that source,
that life as love, that life as meaning
is of experiences, as is learning and too
having the courage to own, value and correct
where now clarity of mind has come through.

                   -------0------
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My heart, where ever you are,
my longing, my own view of self
valuable, worthwhile and true.

I am, it said of a life well lived.
I am the source, mind as is love.
I am the joy, playful and gaily at ease.
I am the difficult, but purposeful to learn –
love as death an endlessness.

So when in a fearful place …

do not care what another may say or consider of you,
but hurts, painful too at times
but draw on the source as mind
to remember someone, somehow something of beauty.
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For in you, they, those of thoughts shared and or known
can bring to oneself peace, at least for a moment in time,
to confer beauty as love as life is in you,
your own particular part of life on earth
as too those of whom you are united to life, endless.

So as to never become totally lost …

unfairly treated and suffering to turn away
from that of a consciousness,
the whole of a mysteriousness
as life as death is in each
who are to live and those who are dead,
desire to feel needed, cared and valued -

So no part, no part at all is of no benefit …

but of a life-living preciousness
that life at death has possible, if we can only believe,
that the DNA structure complete in form
carries endless the genetics of others
as mothers and fathers now as too before.

So who …

is not psychologically geared to have,
ever lasting, a connective entwined thread
as is the DNA but too the living
as is too the living consciously but physically dead?
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Life endlessness in the extreme.

Perhaps not if one is able to ascertain,
that all of our ‘being’ is not one
but of an endless, conscious, mind-like source
as some would call Cosmic, God
or ultimate source, life’s creator, nature’s way;

or more about a consciousness
that even in a computerised world
cannot, as a completion, define specifically
because as death as is life – a mystery.

                   -------0------
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God can therefore perhaps define for us
that mystery as life as air to be living earthly.

God consciousness. God a word,
maybe DNA, psyche or even a mystery.

So …

when I am on a physical journey I see
all and every aspect of human suffering and misery,
everyone of joy and lovingly kind
ways all part of how in each the mystery
changes as weather, nature too as in all we live and die

but of a consciousness array as thoughts
coming out of the ordinary
challenging to seriously appraise
what is in us uncertain but we can experience
yet not necessarily able to become fully known,
but felt so powerfully, hard to deny.

So …

when in death, mystery as is a birth to a new view,
free of the womb and conditions of mother imposed
until born to be freed … freed from constriction
and inability to know fully the path, passage or pace;
free of total awareness, but fully conscious to undertake –
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So love is the benefit, love the joy

love of humanity: love of the truth:
love of a journey,
a passage of both a life and a death:
love as is, while here on the earth,
so no baggage taken when one does do die.
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Thoughts to reflect:

ow is it to be …
that I am no longer frightened of my own death
but feel too a loss when it comes to those
I do dearly long to hold and be with
on a continually pleasant engagement
as touch, hug and love?

ow can it be …
that I will pass on into a state of endlessness,
eternal happenings,
that are to no longer worry but care to engage,
that of a conscious appreciation
for a life on earth lived and certainly felt available
when alive and to actively care
to be who I am proudly to portray?

                  -------0------
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